DD NATIONAL

TUESDAY: 3.3.2020: NATIONAL & NETWORK PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

05.29.30 Signature Image
05.30 Vande Mataram (Latest New Version)
05.31.50 Thought for the Day

Followed by: Bhakti Sangeet – Bhajan-Classical Vocal by Pt. Bhim Sen Joshi & Shri Kant Bakre

05.30 Vande Mataram (Latest New Version)

Promos of 05.30 hrs. to 05.31.50 hrs. to be inserted in between

05.31.50 Thought for the Day

06.00 National Programme of Dance – Odissi by Purna Sri Raut-DDK Chennai (I-H)(repeat)

Promos of 05.30 hrs. to 05.31.50 hrs. to be inserted in between

06.30 Yog Vigyan (I-H) – DDK Delhi Ep. 36/42 (repeat)

07.00 Cine Sangeet (I-H) – DDK Delhi Ep. 524

08.00 Mangalsutra – Ek Maryada (Old SFC) Ep. 59/300

Promos of 06.30 hrs. to 07.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

08.30 Nai Drishti Nai Raah: Series (S) Ep. 1821/1950

Promos of 07.00 hrs. to 08.00 hrs. to be inserted in between

09.00 Swaad Ep.1 (Repeat)

09.30 Baatein Filmon Ki – DDK Delhi (Prod: Madhusudan Gupta)

10.00 Women Personality-Jahan Chah Wahan Raah (I-H)-DDK Delhi (Prod: Veena Sengal) (Repeat)

10.30 Krantiyoti Savitri Bai Phule (Old SFC) Ep. 58/106

11.00 Mashaal (Old SFC) Ep. 44/52

11:30 Munidhaar (Old SFC) Ep. 45/130

12.00 Ehsaas-Ek Ghar Ki Kahani (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 26/260

12.30 Nargis (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 239/260

13.00 Sanjiv Kapoor, CHEF Series-

14:00 Hindi Film on Women centric “Tanu Weds Manu Returns” ing* R. Madahvan, Kangana Ranaut

Director: Anand Rai – Relay from DDK Delhi (Dur:     hrs.     mts. with commercial)


17.00 DD Science  Ep. 353 **DCD**

Title: Hindi- Dhara Ke Dharohar-Vanyajeev

Title: English –J.C.Bose Plant Sciences

18.00 Nyay Manch (I-H) –DDK Delhi (Prod: H.D.Narang)

Promos of 09.30 hrs. to 10.00 hrs. to be inserted in between
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Promos of 19.00 hrs. to 20.30 hrs. to be inserted in between
19.00  Prog. on Women Personality-Jahan Chah Wahan Raah (I-H) - DDK Delhi (Prod: Veena Sehgal)
19.30  Documentary on Women – Relay from DD News

**Promos of 20.30 hrs. to 21.30 hrs. to be inserted in between**

20.00  Hindi Film on Women centric “Astitva” ing* Tabu, Namrata Shikodkar, Mohnish Behl
       Director: Mahesh Maijekar – Relay from DDK Delhi (Dur: __ hrs. __ mts. with commercial)

22.30  Baatein Filmon Ki (I-H) - DDK Delhi (repeat)

23.00  Cine Sangeet (I-H) - DDK Delhi (repeat)

**4.3.2020 : WEDNESDAY**

00.00  Ehsaas-Ek Ghar Ki Kahani Ki (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 26/260 (repeat)
00.30  Nargis (Old SFC) (Rpt.) Ep. 239/260 (repeat)
01.00  Prog. on Women Personality-Jahan Chah Wahan Raah I-H) - DDK Delhi (Prod: Veena Sehgal
01.30  Documentary on Women – DD News (Repeat)
02.00  Krantijyoti Savitribai Phule (Old SFC) Ep.58/106 (repeat)
02.30  Mashaal (Old SFC) Ep. 44/52 (repeat)
03.00  Cine Sangeet [Prod.- J M Sishodia] – DDK Delhi (repeat)
04.00  Baatein Filmon Ki [Prod.- Madhusudan Gupta] – DDK Delhi (repeat)
04.30  Bhakti Sangeet – Bhajan-Classical Vocal by Pt. Bhim Sen Joshi & Shri Kant Bakre
       -DD Archive (Repeat)
05.00  National Programme of Dance – Odissi by Purna Sri Raut-DDK Chennai (I-H) (repeat))

Note: Telecast of programmes/promos as scheduled above must be adhered (except live or some
Special event